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THE FIVE K H A N D H A S :  T H E I R  T H E A T M E N T  IN THE 

N I K A Y A S  AND E A R L Y  A B H I D H A M M A  

The five khandhas - rapa, vedan& saaad, sam. khdras, viart~.na - clearly 
constitute one of those primary lists of terms that form the basis of much 
of Buddhist teaching as presented in the Pali Canon. A major vagga of the 
Samyutta-nikaya is devoted almost entirely to their treatment, ~ while they 
also feature repeatedly as categories of analysis in the early abhidhamma 
texts. Yet such accounts of the five khandhas as are found in contemporary 
studies of Indian Buddhism are for the most part of a summary nature, 
confining themselves to a brief discussion of each of the khandhas and the 
part they play in the breaking down of man into various constituent elements. 2 
It does not seem inappropriate in such circumstances to attempt a clearer 
assessment of the place and understanding of the five khandhas in early 
Buddhist literature. 3 

Although the khandhas feature widely in the Pali Canon, they are found 
most characteristically treated in the Ma]]hima- and Sam. yutta-nikdyas, 
and certain sections of the abhidhamma texts. In the Vinaya-pi.taka and 
Dighanikdya they are mentioned really only in passing, while in the Anguttara- 
nil~ya they feature only sporadically, conspicuous by their absence from the 
section on "fives". 4 When we begin to consider as a whole the body of 
nikdya material concerned with the khandhas, what we fred is the sequence 
of terms rapa, vedan& sa~ruL sam. kh~ras and vi~t~.na being treated according 
to a number of recurring formulae which are interwoven and applied in various 
contexts. Out of this there gradually emerges a more or less comprehensive 
account of the five khandhas. It is to a consideration of the principal khandha 
formulae that the greater part of this paper is devoted, while reference is also 
made to the early abhidhamma material where this is found to be of help in 
elucidating the general understanding of the khandhas in early Buddhist 
thought. 

The sequence rapa, vedan& sa~d, sam. khdras, viart4.na is largely taken as 
given in the nil~yas. We find very little in terms of formal explanation of 
either the sequence as a whole or of the individual terms. What there is, is 
confined to a few stock and somewhat terse definitions, s But before turning 
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to the nikdya khandha formulae, it is perhaps as well to comment briefly 
on these five basic terms and also, at slightly greater length, on the subject of 
khandha and updddnakkhandha. 

Rapa is typically def'med as the four elements earth, water, fire and wind, 
and rapa dependent upon (upddaya) them. What is clear, both from the 
nikdyas' elaboration of this by reference to parts of  the human body, and 
from the list of twenty-seven items of rapa distinguished in the Dhammasangan. i, 
is the extent to which the early Buddhist account of rupa focuses on the 
physical world as experienced by a sentient being - the terms of reference 
are decidedly body-endowed-with-consciousness (saviaaa.naka kdya). 6 In 
view of this, the tendency to understand and translate rapa as "matter" is 
rather misleading. 7 The connotations of  the word "matter" in the Western 
philosophical tradition, its association with concepts such as inert "stuff" 
or "substance", are hardly appropriate either to the treatment of  rapa in the 
nikdyas and early abhidhamma, or to rapa's literal meanings of "form", 
"shape" or "appearance". 

The translation of  vedand as "feeling" seems more straightforward, although 
the nikdyas' understanding of vedand is not without its difficulties. It is 
usually defined as being pleasant (sukha), unpleasant (dukkha), or not- 
unpleasant-not-pleasant (adukkhamasukha), and is said to be either bodily 
(kdyika) or mental (cetasika). s The significance of the three kinds of  vedana 
seems to lie in their being seen as three basic reactions to experience which 
possess a certain potential to influence and govern an individual's subsequent 
responses in either skilful or unskilful ways. 9 

The stock def'mition of sa~lhd in the nikdyas illustrates its function by 
reference to various colours. It is this, it seems, that has led translators 
to render sattad in the context of  the khandhas as "perception". Yet, as 
Alex Wayman has pointed out, there are a number of  passages in which the 
translation "perception" fails to make sense of the nikdyas' usage of saagtif as 
a technical term. Wayman suggests that it is the word "idea" that should 
regularly be employed as a translation of saaad. 1° This certainly seems to 
make better sense of  the technical usage in connection with the khandhas. A 
sar~ad of, say, "blue" then becomes, not so much a passive awareness of  the 
visual sensation we subsequently agree to call "blue", but rather the active 
noting of that sensation, and the recognising of it as "blue" - that is, more 
or less, the idea of "blueness". This appears to be in general how saaru~ is 
understood in the commentarial literature.1 
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The nikdyas define samkharas primarily in terms o f  will or volition 
(cetand); they also describe them as putt ing together (abhisam. kharonti) 
each of  the khandhas in turn into something that is put-together (sam. khata), s 
In this way sam. kharas are presented as conditioning factors conceived of  as 
active volitional forces. Cetand is, o f  course, understood as kamma on the 
mental level, 12 and in the early abhidhamma texts all those mental factors 
that are considered to be specifically skilful (kusala) or unskilful (akusala) fall 
within the domain o f  samkhdrakkhandha. 13 Thus it is that the composit ion 
of  sam. khdrakkhandha leads 14 the way in determining whether a particular 
arising o f  consciousness constitutes a skilful or an unskilful kamma. All this 
accords well with the nikdyas' singling out of  cetana as characteristic of  the 
nature o f  sam. khdras. 

In many nikdya passages viand.ha is apparently used generally to char- 
acterise the fact of  self-awareness o f  self-consciousness, is An interesting 
section o f  the Mahavedalla-sutta is devoted to a discussion of  the nature 
of  the relationship between viafu~na, vedand and satiad. 16 Viaad.na is here 
characterised as discriminating (vi]dndti) the three feelings, vedana as feeling 
(vedeti) the three feelings, and saaad as noting (saa]dndti) yellow, blue, etc. 
The passage then goes on to say that these three states (dhammas) should be 
considered closely connected (sam. sa.t.tha) since "what  one feels, that one 
notes; what one notes, that one discriminates". Thus vedand, saafta and 
vt~ad.na are here apparently viewed as operating together as different aspects 
of  the process o f  being aware of  a particular object  of  consciousness. Viaad.na 
can perhaps best be characterised as awareness or consciousness o f  things in 
relation to each other; this seems to relate both  the notion of  self awareness 
and that  o f  discriminating various objects. 

Finally we may note how the khandha-sam, yutta explains vedand, saa~d, 
sam. kharas and viaad.na each in terms o f  six classes corresponding to con- 
sciousness that  is related to the five senses of  eye, ear, nose, tongue and body,  
and sixthly mind s - that  is, the six internal spheres of  sense (sal.dyatana). 

KHANDHA AND UPADANAKKHANDHA 

Within the nikdyas the five terms rapa, vedand, sa~d, sam. kharas and vi~gtd.na 
are variously designated both  khandhas 17 and up~ddnakkhandhas, and in 
addit ion are sometimes treated in sequence without  either designation, la 

A khandha-sam, yutta passage states that  the khandhas are to be considered 
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updddnakkhandhas only when they are with dsavas (~sava) and subject to 
grasping (upad~niya). 19 In another passage that recurs several times in the 
nikdyas, the question is asked whether updddna should be considered the 
same as the upad~nakkhandhas or whether there is updddna apart from 
them. 2° In reply it is stated that although updddna is not the same as the 
five updddnakkhandhas there is no updddna apart from them; updddna is 
then defined as "whatever is will and passion (chandardga) in respect of the 
five updddnakkhandhas". Clearly the nikdyas understand updddna as some 
form of attachment that falls within the general compass of  the khandhas. 
The early abhidhamma texts clarify updddna's relationship to the khandhas 
under three principal headings: active grasping (updddna), subject to grasping 
(updddniya), and the product of grasping (upddi.n.na). Updddna as an active 
force is confined to sam. kMrakkhandha, although all five khandhas are 
potentially the objects of updddna - that is, are updddniya; similarly all 
five khandhas are said to be in some measure the products of updddna - that 
is, upddin..na. 2~ By following procedures which are adumbrated in the early 
abhidhamma texts, it is possible to detail further updddna's relationship 
to the khandhas. The text of  the Dhammasangan. i begins by setting out 
the triplets and couplets of  the abdidhamma rndtikd, and then by way of 
explaining the categories of  the first triplet goes on to detail the constitution 
of various arisings of consciousness (citta); the categories of  the remaining 
triplets and couplets are explained only in brief. By treating the cittas in 
terms of the categories of the relevant triplets and couplets exactly when and 
in what measure the three terms updddna, updddniya and upddi.n.na apply to 
the khandhas might be specified in detail. The early abhidhamma texts also 
state that rapakkhandha is always considered to be with dsavas and subject 
to grasping, and that the only time when the four mental khandhas are not 
such - that is, in nikdya teminology, are not updddnakkhandhas - is on the 
occasions of the four ariya paths and fruits. 22 

Returning to the immediate problem of how exactly early Buddhist 
thought conceives of updddna, we find that the Dhammasahgani by way of 
explanation of greed (lobha) lists a whole series of terms including passion 
(rdga), craving (ta.nhd) and updddna. 23 It does not appear that these terms are 
intended to be understood as mere equivalents either in the Dhammasanga.ni 
or in the nikdyas. Within the nikdyas each of these terms is characteristically 
employed in particular contexts with more or less fixed terms of reference. Thus 
the khandhas are not designated the lobhakkhandhas or the ta.nhakkhandhas, 
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for example. It seems to follow from this that the Dhammasanga.ni intends 
rdga, ta.nhd and updddna to be understood as particular manifestations of  
greed in general. 

The usage o f  the term upddana in Pali seems to involve the association o f  
the following range of  ideas: "taking up, "grasping", and hence "feeding", 
and lastly " food" ,  "fuel" and "basis". ~ Since the term updddna is used in 
such close association with the khandha analysis, and since that analysis is 
used in the nikdyas especially as a way of  looking at existence and experience 
at the level of  the apparently stable individual being, 2s the notion o f  upaddna 
and the significance of  its relationship to the khandhas can, I think, be 
summed up as follows. As grasping, updddna is that greed which is the fuel 
and basis for the manifestation and coming together of  the khandhas in order 
that they might constitute a given individual or being. This is, of  course, 
exactly the truth of  the arising o f d u k k h a  (see below). But in particular 
updddna seems to be seen as greed of  a degree and intensity that is able to 
support the reappearance and coming together of  the khandhas from one 
existence to the next. To put it another way, if craving has attained to the 
degree oful~ddna,  then the reappearance of  the khandhas in the form of  
an individual being inevitably follows. This tallies quite precisely with 
updddna's position in the sequence ofpa.ticcasamuppdda, falling as it does 
after vedand and ta.nhd, and before becoming (bhava) and birth Q~ti). Indeed 
a number of  nikdya khandha formulae link directly into the pa.ticcasamuppdda 
chain at the point o f  updddna: 

For one who finds pleasure in rapa . . . vedand. . . sa~ad. . . sarn. khdras. . . vi~fu~na 
who welcomes them and becomes attached to them, there arises delight (nandi); that 
which is delight in respect o f~pa  (etc.) is updddna; for him dependent on updddna there 
is becoming, dependent on becoming there is birth, dependent on birth there is old age 
and death - grief, sorrow, lamentation and despair come into being. Thus is the arising 
of this whole mass of suffering. 26 

To sum up, the term updddnakkhandha signifies the general way in which 
the khandhas are bound up with updddna; the simple khandha, universally 
applicable, is used in the nikdyas and especially the abhidhamma texts as 
a neutral term, allowing the specific aspects of, for example, up~ddna's 
relationship to the khandhas to be elaborated. 
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THE PRINCIPAL KHANDHA FORMULAE 

(i) The "Total i ty"  Formula 

The totality of  each khandha is referred to in the nikdyas according to the 
following formula: Whatever rapa. . . vedand. . . saiifu~. . . sam. khdras . . . 
vi~fla-.na are past, future or present, within or without, gross or subtle, inferior 
or refined, are far or nearY The various terms of this formula are not ex- 
plained further in the nikdyas, but the Vibhanga, which takes this formula as 
characteristic of the suttanta account of the khandhas, furnishes us with an 
illustration of their application to each of the khandhas in turn. 2s 

Leaving aside the question of the exact understanding of the nature of 
time in early Buddhist texts, the collective term past (at~ta), not-come 
(andgata), just arisen (paccuppanna) is straightforward. 

The pair within/without (aHhattam./bahiddhd) is explained as relative, 
having as its point of  reference any given individual: one's own khandhas 
are within, while the khandhas of other beings are without. Interestingly, 
when this pair of terms is thus applied to rapakkhandha, inanimate rapa is 
left unaccounted for, 29 as is recognised by the commentarial appendix to 
the Dhamrnasahgani, which adds that it should be understood as without, a° 
This lack of attention to inanimate rapa further illustrates the way in which 
the analysis of rapa centres around the sentient being. This orientation is, 
of course, relevant to the khandha analysis as a whole. 

As far as their application to the four mental khandhas is concerned, the 
remaining pairs of terms are also explained as relative. That is to say, a 
particular manifestation of vedand, for example, is distinguished as gross or 
subtle (o.~rika/sukhuma), inferior or refined (hina/pa.nita), far or near 
(dure/santike) in relation to another particular manifestation of vedand. 
The principles according to which the distinctions between gross and subtle 
etc. are made involve the discernment of increasing degrees of excellence 
within the compass of the four mental khandhas. For example, although in 
general not-unpleasant-not-pleasant feeling is said to be subtle when compared 
to pleasant and unpleasnt feeling, pleasant feeling occurring in conjuntion 
with one of the four ariya paths or fruits would be subtle in relation to not- 
unpleasant-no,t-pleasant feeling occurring in conjunction with the fourth 
]hdna of the form sphere, since the former is without dsavas while the latter 
is with dsavas. 

As for the application of these pairs of terms to ~pakkhandha ,  although the 
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inferior/refined pair is again treated as merely relative, the Dhammasangan. i 
and Vibhanga can be interpreted as taking each part of  the two pairs gross/ 
subtle and far/near as referring to fixed items in the abhidhamma list of  
twenty-seven kinds of  rapa. Yet, as Karunadasa has pointed out, the Vibhahga 
should possibly be read as indicating that the far/near pair could be applied 
in a number o f  different ways, and moreover the various ancient schools o f  
abhidharma are not consistent in the way they interpret the application o f  
these terms to rapa. 3x One is left with the suspicion that in the case of  
rapakkhandha too these terms were employed in a number of  different ways 
to indicate the variety to be discerned in rapa. Whether or not the details of  
the Vibhanga exposition are accepted as valid for the nikdyas, it seems clear 
that this formula is intended to indicate how each khandha is to be seen as 
a class o f  states, manifold in nature and displaying a considerable variety and 
also a certain hierarchy. 

(ii) The khandhas and the Four Noble Truths 

It has been usual for scholars to explain the khandhas as the analysis of  the 
human individual into psycho-physical phenomena. Yet an expression of  the 
matter in just such terms is not exactly characteristic o f  the texts. The 
preferred nikdya explanation of  the khandhas would seem to be in terms of  
the first of  the four noble truths - the khandhas are presented as one way of  
defining what is dukkha. The stock nikdya statement of  the truths explains 
dukkha as "in short the five updddnakkhandhas". 32 What is interesting is 
the way in which various terms are substituted for dukkha. For example, 
we find in the khandha-sam, yutta: 

I will teach you, bhikkhus, sakkdya (the existing body), its arising, its ceasing, and the 
way leading to its ceasing. And what, bhikkhus, is sakkdya? The five updddnakkhandhas 
should be said. 33 

The well known "burden" sutta is also in principle a variation on the four-truth 
theme. The burden (bhdra) is explained as the five updddnakkhandhas in 
accordance with its standing for dukkha, while clinging to the burden 
(bhdrdddna) and laying down the burden (bhdranikkhepana) are explained 
according to the standard definitions of  the second and third truths respectively 
The troublesome taking up of  the burden (bhdrahdra), defined as the person 
(puggala), is inserted between the first and the second truths, while the fourth 
truth is ommitted altogether; thus the usual pattern is departed from. 34 
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Another frequently quoted nikdya statement that follows the sturcture of  
the four truths substitutes world (loka) for dukkha: 

In this fathom-long body endowed with sentience and mind, I declare the world, its 
arising, its ceasing and the way leading to its ceasing. 35 

In addition, we find dukkha as the first truth defined, not in terms of  the 
five updddnakkhandhas, but in terms of  the six internal spheres of  sense 
(a//hattika dyatana). 

Within this general context can be placed the verse attributed to the nun 
Vajira and referred to in the Milindapaaha. 37 This states that just as the word 
"chariot" is applied to what is really a sum of  parts, a being (satta) is the 
conventional designation (sammuti) for the khandhas; there is, in fact, 
just dukkha. A khandha-sam, yutta play on the word satta finds a hidden 
significance in this explanation: 

"A being" (satta) is said; in what measure is "a being" said? Whatever is will, passion, 
delight and craving in respect of r~pa.. ,  vedand.., saaad.., sam. khdras.., vi~adna 
is being attached (satta) thereto, is being strongly attached (visatta) thereto; for this 
reason "a being" is said.  38 

What begins to emerge, then, is a series of  correspondences: dukkha, the 
five updddnakkhandhas, sakkdya, bhdra, loka, the six internal dyatanas, satta. 
All these expressions apparently represent different ways of  characterising 
the given data o f  experience or conditioned existence, and are also seen as 
drawing attention to the structure and the sustaining forces behind it all. 
In this way the khandhas begin to take on something of  a wider significance 
than is perhaps appreciated when they are seen merely as a breaking down 
of  the human individual into constituent parts. 

By way of  expanding on the theme of  the khandhas as dukkha, a whole 
series of  deisgnations is applied to them both collectively and individually. 
Most frequent in this respect is the standard sequence ofanicca, dukkha 
and anattd (see below). To this a fourth term, sam. khata (conditioned), and 
also a fifth, vadhaka (murderous), are occasionally added. 39 One treatment 
describes each khandha in turn as, in addition to anicca, dukkha and anattd, 
roga (sickness), gand. a (a boil), salla (a barb), agha (misery), dbadha (an 
affliction), para (other), paloka (unstable), sua~a (empty). 4° The khandhas 
are also called embers (kukkul.a); they are on fire (dditta); they are M~ra, and 
by grasping them one is bound to M~ra. 41 All this acts as vivid illustration 
o f  the danger inherent in attachment to the khandhas. Images of  disease, 
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bodily affliction and burning abound in the nikdyas; the effect in the present 
context is one of  alluding to and drawing together various nikdya passages. 

Formulae which may be considered as adaptations of  the four.noble-truth 
structure are used to take up the theme of  the khandhas as dhammas that 
are to be fully understood (pariarleyya). 42 Thus ignorance (avijjd) is defined 
as not knowing in turn rapa, vedand, saaad, sam. khdras, viaad.na, their arising, 
their ceasing and the way leading to their ceasing; conversely knowledge is 
knowing all o f  these.4a In similar vein is the formula that runs: Thus is rapa 
(etc.), thus is its arising (samudaya), thus is its passing away (atthagama). 
This is one of  the most frequently occuring nikdya khandha formulae, and is 
usually found as an explanation o f  the expression, "he dwells contemplating 
the rise and fall of  the five updddnakkhandhas" - an expression used especially 
in contexts where the process of  the gaining of  that insight that constitutes 
the destruction o f  the dsavas is being described.44 

The theme of  the arising and passing away of  the khandhas is interwoven 
in a cycle of  khandha-samyutta suttas with that of  their pleasure (assdda), 
their danger (ddtnava) and the escape from them (nissara.na); this apparently 
brings together all the various aspects which make for the full understanding 
of  the nature of  the khandhas. 4s 

(iii) The anicca-dukkha-anattd Formula 

Perhaps the most well known of  the khandha formulae is that which 
demonstrates rapa, vedand, saaad, sam. khdras and viaad.na in turn as anicca, 
dukkha and anattd. In its fullest form this treatment of  the khandhas is found 
in the Vinaya-pi.taka placed as a second utterance after the Benares discourse 
on the four noble truths. 46 At its core is a series o f  questions and answers in 
the following pattern: 

What do you think, is r~pa (etc.) permanent or impermanent? Impermanent. That which 
is impermanent, is that suffering or happiness? Suffering. Is it right to regard that which 
is suffering, of a changeable nature, as "This is mine, I am this, this is my self (atta-)"? 
No. 

This series o f  questions and answers, applied to rapa, vedand, saaad, samkhdras 
and viaadna, occurs regularly throughout the khandha-sam, yutta and also 
elsewhere in the nikdyas. 47 Significantly, as a method of  demonstrating 
anicca, dukkha and anattd the formula's use is not confined to the five 
khandhas, but is also applied by the nikdyas to a whole series of  categories. 
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In the Ca.la-Rahulovdda-sutta we find it applied to eye, visible forms, 
eye-contact and to "what is connected with vedand, saafuL sam. ktt4ras and 
viaruLna and arises dependent upon eye-contact";  ear, nose, tongue, body 
and mind are all treated in a parallel fashion. 48 The sutta thus understands 
thirty consecutive rehearsals of  the formula. The sa.~yatana-sam, yutta also 
employs this formula in respect of  a similar list of  categories. 49 The Rdhula- 
sam. yutta treats a total of  fifty-nine categories in this manner: eye, ear, 
nose, tongue, body and mind; the six corresponding kinds of  object; six 
corresponding classes each of  viaad.na, samphassa, vedand, saatia, saacetana 
and tanha; six elements (dhatu), namely earth, fire, wind, water, consciousness, 
and space; finally the five khandhas, so Bearing in mind that the six classes of  
vedand, saaf~, saacetand and viaad.na are also used to explain the appropriate 
khandhas, it is apparent that the khandhas feature widely in this exhaustive 
treatment apart from their appearance at its close. One is tempted to suggest 
that this seemingly repetitive list conveys a certain movement  from the 
particular to the more general along the following lines. According to its 
nikdya definition, eye, visible forms and eye-consciousness together constitute 
eye-contact - similarly for the other senses. Dependent upon sense contact 
there arises subsequent vedana, sa~rta, sam. khdras and viaru~.na. The significance 
of  the appearance of  the khandha sequence at the close of  the Rdhula-sam. yutta 
list seems to lie in the fact that it is seen as integrating and sythesising what 
comes before into a whole - a whole that  is still, however, anicca, dukkha 
and anattd. 

(iv) Attd, anattd and sakkdyadi.t.thi 

The conclusion that the anicca-dukkha-anattd formula focuses upon is that 
each of  the khandhas is to be seen by right wisdom as it really is: "This is 
not mine, I am not this, this is not my attd." It is the attainment of  this 
vision that distinguishes the ariya savaka (noble hearer) from the assutavant 
puthu]jana (ignorant ordinary man). sl A fourfold formula applied to each 
of  the khandhas in turn indicates twenty ways in which the puthuj]ana 
falls short of  this vision: he views rapa (etc.) as the attd, the attd as possessing 
rapa (etc.), rapa (etc.) as in the atta, the attd as in rapa (etc.). s2 In both the 
nikdyas and the abhidhamma texts these twenty ways of  viewing the attd in 
relation to the khandhas are used to explain in detail sakkayadi.t.thi (the view 
that the body is real), s3 No doubt they are seen as operating at various levels 
in the psyche of  the puthujjana, yet that they are seen as having a particular 
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relevance to notions of  the attd associated with various meditation attainments 
seems likely, given the importance of  such concerns in the nikdya context. 
Thus a passage that occurs several times in the nikdyas treats the four jhanas 
and the first three formless attainments successively, stating that whatever 
there is connected with rapa, vedand, saflad, sam. kharas and vi~ad.na at those 
levels is to be seen as (amongst other things) anattd, s4 This is said to result 
either in the destruction o f  the dsavas, i.e. arahatship, or in the abandoning 
of  the five lower fetters (orambhdgiya sam. yojana), i.e. the attainment o f  
nonreturnership. Sakkayadi.t.thi is, of  course, counted among these five lower 
fetters. 

That the abandoning of  sakkdyadi.t.thi does not of  itself involve the complete 
destruction of  the dsavas is a point taken up in a khandha-sam, yutta discourse ss 
in which the venerable Khemaka is asked by a number of  theras whether or 
not he views anything as attd or as belonging to the attd in respect of  the five 
updddnakkhandhas. Khemaka replies that he does not; he is, however, not an 
arahat since the general notion "I  am" still persists within the compass of  the 
khandhas, although it does not take the form of  a specific view, "I am this". 
He concludes, "when the five lower fetters have been a b a n d o n e d . . ,  there 
yet remains a residuum of  the conceit 'I am', of  the desire 'I am', of  the 
tendency 'I am' ."  

The abandoning of  the twenty modes of  sakkdyadi.t.thi is, then, a central 
element in the transition from puthujjana to ariya sdvaka. Any sense of  
individual existence that subsequently persists, is of  too subtle a nature to 
act as the basis for a definite view which might identify the attd with all five 
khandhas or any one of  them. 

The formula o f  the twenty modes of  sakkayadi.t.thi is also employed in 
the nikdyas to explain in detail the statement that, "whatever samanas 
and brdhma.nas view the atta in diverse ways, they all view the five upadtina- 
kkhandhas or one of  them", s6 In other words, there can be no specific views 
concerning the attd apart from the twenty ways of  viewing the attd in relation 
to the five khandhas. Now, a number o f  scholars have drawn attention to 
the fact that the nikdyas fail to categorically deny the attd and declare only 
that the khandhas are anattd, s7 Yet, when this is taken in the context of  the 
former statement, it must be added that the nikdyas refuse to allow the 
attd as a meaningful concept apart from the five khandhas, that is apart 
from views or notions of  the attd that are ultimately to be abandoned. The 
attd is in this way squeezed out to the nikdyas' ultimate frame of  reference, 
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and deliberately confined to the level of  speculations and views. This can 
be seen, up to a point, as a challenge to those sama.nas and brdhmanas who 
maintained views concerning the attd to explain the exact nature o f  that attd. 
Their response seems to have been to accuse the Buddha of  declaring the 
destruction of  the existing being, or to demand an answer to the question of  
whether or not the Tath~gata exists after death. The Tathhgata is untraceable 
(ananuvej/a), the question of  his existence or not after death is unexplained 
(avydkata), was the reply, ss 

(v) The Arising of  dukkha: The khandhas as pa.ticcasamuppanna 

Precisely because the puthuHana views the khandhas as his attd, and is attached 
to them through the workings o f  "will, passion, delight, craving, and that 
clinging and grasping which are determinations, biases and tendencies of  
mind",  s9 there arises for him "grief, sorrow, suffering, lamentation and 
despair". The nikdyas thus convey a picture of  a complete spectrum and 
network of  attachment, and, as indicated above in the course of  the discussion of  
updddna, a number of  khandha treatments link diectly into the pa.ticcasamuppdda 
chain. The continued manifestation of  the khandhas is thus presented as the 
direct consequence of  attachment in respect of  the khandhas. 

In addition to this kind of  treatment, which has as its scale a lifetime or 
a series o f  lifetimes, a number of  nikdya passages focus attention on the 
process o f  the arising of  the khandhas in the context o f  a given sequence 
of  consciousness. A section of  the Mahdhatthipadopamd-sutta describes the 
case o f  one who knows that there is nothing in respect ofr@a of  which 
he can say ' T '  or "mine" or "I am". 6° If  he is insulted by others, he knows, 
"There has arisen for me this unpleasant vedand born of  ear-contact; it is 
caused (pa.ticca), not uncaused (appa.ticca)." He is thus said to see that 
contact (phassa) is anicca, that vedand, sanna, sam. khSras and via~d.na are 
anicca. The sutta goes on to state that a manifestation (pdtubhdva) in any 
section of  consciousness (viaad.nabhdga) is to be considered as the result 
of  three conditions, namely that the appropriate bodily organ - eye, ear, 
nose, tongue, body or mind - is intact (aparibhin..na), that corresponding 
external objects - visible forms, sounds, smells, tastes, tangibles or mental 
states - come within its range (dpdtha), and finally that there is an appropriate 
bringing together (samanndhdra). 61 When these conditions are fulfilled 
"whatever rapa that thus comes into being is included (sam. gaham, gacchati) 
in rapuptMt~nakkhandha"; likewise for vedand and vedanupdddnakkhandha, 
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and so on. The sutta understands all this as illustrating paticcasamuppdda, 
and comments that what is causally arisen (pat.iccasamuppanna) is the five 
vpdddnakkhandhas. 

This kind of treatment, then, considers the arising of the khandhas 
dependent on any one of the six internal sense spheres. The sequence of 
terms that thus emerges - (r~pa), phassa, vedand, sa~d, sam. khdras, vi~dna 

- parallels the initial pentad of dhammas that the Dhammasahgan. i lists for 
the arising of each consciousness, namely phassa, vedand, sa~d, cetand, 
c i t ta ,  62 and invites a certain comparison. The precise nature of the time 
scale of the consciousness process envisaged by the nikdya treatment is 
ambiguous - perhaps intentionally so, while the Dhammasangani apparently 
reduces the scale to its base unit: the individual arising of citta at any given 
time (samaya). 63 Yet what is common to both the suttanta and abhidhamma 
material here is the concern to consider how the khandhas or how dhammas 
stand in relatonship to each other, how they are conditioned and sustained 
within a particular consciousness sequence, however that might be conceived. 

THE KHANDHA-VIBHAlqGA 

The khandha-vibhahga is the first of the eighteen chapters that make up the 
Vibhahga. It is divided into three sections, the first of which, deahng with the 
suttanta treatment of the khandhas, has already been referred to above. The 
second section, the abhidhamma-bhdjaniya, 64 involves the analysis of the 
totality of each of the five khandhas in turn according to how each is, in the 
first place, a whole, and then how each is divisible into two kinds, three 
kinds, four kinds and so on. This procedure is taken as far as an elevenfold 
division in the case of rffpakkhandha, and as far as a tenfold division in the 
case of the other khandhas, although for the latter the text subsequently 
goes on to indicate additional ways of sevenfold, twenty-fourfold, thirtyfold 
and manifold division. The bulk of the section is taken up with the application 
of the relevant triplets and couplets from the abhidhamma mdtik~ to each of 
the four mental khandhas; this provides a whole series of ways of threefold 
and twofold division. By taking each applicable triplet with each applicable 
couplet in turn, according to all possible permutations, the Vibhahga indicates 
in the region of one thousand different sets of divisions for each of these four 
khandhas - the precise number varying according to the number of triplets 
and couplets relevant in each case. 
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The final section of the khandha-vibhanga, the paahdpucchaka, takes the 
form of a series of questions and answers, again concerned with how the 
khandhas relate to the abhidhamma triplets and couplets, and as such forms 
an extension to the abhidhamma-bhajaniya treatment. 

The emphasis in the khandha-vibhanga is once again on the complexity 
and manifold nature of the khandhas. In addition, taken in conjunction with 
the Dhammasanga.ni analysis of  the various individual arisings of citta in terms 
of the triplets and couplets, the khandha-vibhanga provides a comprehensive 
method of classification by which any given conditioned dhamma can be 
classed as rapa, vedand, saaad, sam. khdras or viaad.na, and can be precisely 
analysed and assessed within the whole scheme of abhidhamma and the 
Buddhist path. 

KHANDHA-AYATANA-DHATU 

For the abhidhamma texts such as the Dhammasanga.ni, Vibhanga and 
Dhdtukathd the khandhas form one of the primary category headings by 
means of which dhammas may be classified. Along with the twelve dyatanas 
and eighteen dhdtus, the five khandhas constitute a triad among these 
abhidhamma headings in that they represent three different methods of 
classifying the totality of  dhammas that make up conditioned existence. 
However, unlike the khandhas, the dyatanas and dhdtus also take into 
account the unconditioned, nibbdna. 6s The other headings employed in the 
abhidhamma texts relate, for the most part, to the more specific aspects of  
Buddhist spiritual practice, for example the indriyas, the limbs of/hdna 
and the eightfold path, and so on. 

As an indication of the importance of the khandha-dyatana-dhdtu triad 
in early Buddhism, it is worth nothing a phrase repeated several times in the 
verses of the Khuddaka-nikdya: He/she taught me dhamma - the khandhas, 
dyatanas and dhdtus. ~ Yet when we turn to the four primary nikayas, 
although the twelve dyatanas and eighteen dhdtus are specifically mentioned 
in one or two places, 67 it is significant that the Samyutta-nikdya fails to 
provide three corresponding treatments of the khandhas, ayatanas and 
dhatus as might have been expected. What we do find in the Sam. yutta-nik#ya 
are the khandha-sam, yutta and the sal.dyatana-sam, yutta -- two exhaustive 
treatments, each running to some two hundred pages in the PTS editions 
and each dominating its respective vagga. A much slighter dhdtu-sam, yutta, 
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found in the second vagga (which is dominated by the treatment of the 
pa.ticcasamuppdda formula), in fact concerns itself with the eighteen dhdtus 
only briefly at its opening, being for the most part devoted to the treatment 
of the various other items also sometimes termed dhdtus in the nikdyas. 6s 
On closer examination the sal.ayatana-samyutta, for its part, does not strictly 
constitute a treatment of the twelve dyatanas, but seems rather to represent an 
approach which is relevant to analysis, from the point of view of abhidhamma, 
by both dyatana and dhdtu. 

All this suggests that the khandha-ayatana-dhdtu triad is not standard in 
quite the same way for the Sam. yutta-nikdya as it is for the early abhidhamma 
texts. Whether this is best understood as reflecting a difference in the respective 
concerns of the nikdya and abhidhamma texts, or whether it indicates that 
this triad evolved as standard only after the composition of the bulk of the 
nikdya material, is a question that goes beyond and scope of the present 
paper. Whatever the case, as A. K. Warder has pointed out ,  69 the khandha- 
dyatana-dhdtu triad is common to all schools of Buddhism, and is not 
something confined to the Theravfidin abhidhamma. 

CONCLUSION 

To explain the khandhas as the Buddhist analysis of man, as has been the 
tendency of contemporary scholars, may not be incorrect as far as it goes, 
yet it is to fix upon one facet of the treatment of the khandhas at the 
expense of others. Thus A. B. Keith could write, "By a division wh ich . . .  
has certainly no merit, logical or psychological, the individual is divided 
into five aggregates or groups. ''7° However, the five khandhas, as treated 
in the nila~yas and early abhidhamma, do not exactly take on the character 
of a formal theory of the nature of man. The concern is not so much the 
presentation of an analysis of man as object, but rather the understanding 
of the nature of conditioned existence from the point of view of the ex- 
periencing subject. Thus at the most general level rapa, vedand, sa~d, 
sam. kharas and viaft4.na are presented as five aspects of an individual being's 
experience of the world; each khandha is seen as representing a complex 
class of phenomena that is continuously arising and falling away in response 
to processes of consciousness based on the six spheres of sense. They thus 
become the five updddnakkhandhas, encompassing both grasping and all 
that is grasped. As the updddnakkhandhas these five classes of states acquire a 
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momentum, and continue to manifest and come together at the level of  
individual being from one existence to the next. For any given individual 
there are,. then, only these five updddnakkhandhas - they define the limits 
of  his world, they are his world. This subjective orientation o f  the khandhas 
seems to arise out of  the simple fact that, for the nikdyas, this is how 
the world is experienced; that is to say, it is not  seen primarily as having 
metaphysical significance. 

Accounts of  experience and the phenomena of  existence are complex 
in the early Buddhist texts; the subject is one that is tackled from different 
angles and perspectives. The treatment of  rapa, vedand, sanna, sam. khdras 
and viaadna represents one perspective, the treatment of  the six spheres o f  
sense is another. 71 As we have seen, in the nikdya formulae the two merge, 
complementing each other in the task of  exposing the complex network of  
conditions that is, for the nikdyas, existence. In the early abhidhamma texts 
khandha, dyatana and dhdtu equally become complementary methods o f  
analysing, in detail, the nature of  conditioned existence. 

The approach adopted above has been to consider the treatment o f  the 
five khandhas in the nikdyas and early abhidhamma texts as a more or less 
coherent whole. This has incidentally revealed something of  the underlying 
structure and dynamic o f  early Buddhist teaching - an aspect o f  the texts 
that has not,  it seems, either been clearly appreciated or properly understood, 
and one that warrants further consideration. 

University o f  Manchester 
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